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Photon interference x-ray absorption fine structure

Y. Nishino,* L. Tröger, P. Korecki,† and G. Materlik
Hamburger Synchrotronstrahlungslabor HASYLAB at Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron DESY, Notkestrasse 85,

D-22607 Hamburg, Germany
~Received 9 August 2001; published 18 October 2001!

We report about a fine structure in x-ray absorption spectra, named photon interference x-ray absorption fine
structure (pXAFS). pXAFS is due to the interference of x-rays inside the sample and extends across absorp-
tion edges. Using a platinum foilpXAFS was measured in a high precision absorption experiment. Excellent
agreement with a theoreticalpXAFS simulation is achieved in the energy range for above an absorption edge
where photoelectron XAFS is negligible.pXAFS provides a method for determination of atomic structure on
short- and long-range order scale.
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For photon energies up to several ten keV, x-ray abso
tion is for heavier elements dominantly caused by the pho
ionization process. Absorption edges occur as sudden ju
in the spectra, whenever the incident x-ray energy exce
the binding energy of an inner electron of the absorb
atom. Near and above such absorption edges, the absor
coefficient m exhibits an x-ray absorption fine structu
~XAFS! induced by the electronic and geometrical enviro
ment of the absorbing atom. Especially the oscillatory fi
structure in the region up to around 2000 eV above an
sorption edge called EXAFS~extended XAFS! is widely
used as a tool for structure determination.1,2 It results from
the interference of the excited outgoing photoelectron w
with its backscattered waves from neighboring atoms.
conventional formalism, the initial-state photon is assum
to be a plane wave. EXAFS measures the radial distribu
of neighboring atoms, coordination numbers, and avera
phonon properties on a short-range order scale.

In this paper, we discuss a fine structure in the x-ray
sorption spectra which we call photon interference x-ray
sorption fine structure (pXAFS). In pXAFS, the initial-state
photon is an interference field resulting from the incide
photon wave and its coherently scattered waves from ne
boring atoms~see Fig. 1 inset!. pXAFS extends in a wide
photon energy range below and above absorption edges.
shown thatpXAFS carries information about the short-ran
order structure of the sample comparable to EXAFS. Due
a long mean-free path of a photon,pXAFS is also sensitive
to longer-range order.pXAFS and EXAFS are caused b
modification of the absorption due to the multiatom effe
The importance of the multiatom effect in coherently excit
resonant photoionization to yield near-neighbor informat
was also pointed out in Ref. 3.

For a material with long-range order the photon interf
ence effect is well known near a Bragg condition and res
in a strong change in x-ray absorption.4 In this case the mul-
tiple scattered waves from many atoms interfere const
tively and form a strong spatially modulated x-ray stand
wave~XSW! field. By slightly changing the incident angle o
energy, the XSW field moves in the sample, and accordin
the local x-ray intensity at the absorbing atom positi
changes. This effect has been intensively studied over na
angle or energy ranges, and has been applied for struc
0163-1829/2001/64~20!/201101~4!/$20.00 64 2011
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determination.5 XSW also explains structures in the absor
tion spectrum at Bragg conditions, which are known to co
plicate the XAFS analysis.6

Although never recognized so far in XAFS experime
and only mentioned theoretically recently, even far fro
Bragg conditions, the photon interference effect produces
observable oscillation in the extended absorption spectru7

The same photon interference effect is used in multip
energy x-ray holography ~MEXH! to obtain three-
dimensional atomic structure.8 Thus a careful measuremen
of the photon interference effect is needed even far from
Bragg condition, and as will be shown here opens the pat
an experimental method.

If the sample does not have a preferred orientation of
neighbors, such as polycrystals, the photon interference
fect is reduced by averaging over the neighbor orientatio
Although the remaining oscillation amplitude is of the ord
of 1024, it provides structural information as EXAFS doe
and can be used as a structure determination method. Sta
the art XAFS beamline at synchrotron radiation source
be used to measure the effect even with required high pr

FIG. 1. Fine structure of the absorption coefficient of a Pt fo
The high-frequency oscillation dominating at energies lower th
around 16 keV is the PtL1 EXAFS contribution. Above 16 keV, the
lower-frequency oscillation and the sharper structures are du
pXAFS.
©2001 The American Physical Society01-1
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sion in routine manner. We measuredpXAFS of a polycrys-
talline Pt foil using a high intensity, very stable synchrotr
radiation beam. The experimental data ofpXAFS are in ex-
cellent agreement with thepXAFS theory, and structural in
formation is obtained with high precision.

In Ref. 7, the photoionization cross section for a sam
with a preferred orientation is calculated in quantum elec
dynamics~QED! including the initial-state photon interac
tion and the final-state photoelectron interaction with nei
boring atoms. The photoionization total cross sectionsPI ,
explaining MEXH as well as EXAFS, is given by

sPI5sPI,0@11xx1xe#, ~1!

wheresPI,0 represents the absorption of the isolated atomxx

andxe are oscillating functions9 in energy due to interferenc
of x-rays and photoelectrons, respectively. The explicit
pressions in the single-scattering plane wave approxima
are given by

xx522r e Re( 8
i

@12~e• r̂ i !
2#

f i
x~u i !

r i
ei (kxr i1kx•ri ), ~2!

and

xe52
3

ke
( 8

i

~e• r̂ i !
2

r i
2

Im@ f i
e~p!e2iker i#, ~3!

wherekx5kxk̂x , ande are incident photon wave vector an
polarization vector, respectively.r e the classical electron ra
dius. ke denotes the size of photoelectron wave vector. T
summations overi are taken over neighboring atoms locat
at r i5r i r̂ i measured from the absorbing atom.f i

x is the
atomic form factor of the photon scattering,f i

e is the scatter-
ing amplitude of the electron scattering from thei th atom.p
in the argument of the electron-atom scattering amplitudef i

e

denotes the backscattering geometry. The photon inte
ence contributionxx of Eq. ~2! is a known formula for
MEXH.7,10 The photoelectron interference contributionxe of
Eq. ~3! is the leading ~single-scattering! contribution to
EXAFS.2 Although the photon interference effectxx has not
been considered in present EXAFS theory, it gives a n
negligible contribution. Similarly, the photoelectron interfe
ence contributionxe should be taken into account in MEXH
analysis.7 For a perfect crystal near a Bragg condition, t
single scattering approximation in Eq.~2! is no longer appro-
priate because of strong multiple scattering. Dynami
theory of x-ray diffraction becomes necessary.

If a sample is polycrystalline, powder, amorphous, or no
solid, the photoionization total cross section Eq.~1! needs to
be averaged over the neighbor orientationsr̂ i . The neighbor
orientation random averagex̄e of the photoelectron interfer
ence contributionxe is simply given by Eq.~3! with replac-
ing the factor (e• r̂ i)

2 by 1/3. Ther̂ i random average of the
photon interference contributionxx is obtained by using a
similar calculation procedure as the EXAFS calculations
Ref. 11, and one obtains
20110
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x~p!e2ikxr i#. ~4!

After angular average, only backward scattering contrib
tions remain.x̄x oscillates with the phase 2kxr i . In Eq. ~4!,
we have neglected higher-order terms in (kxr i)

21 by assum-
ing that the incident x-ray wavelength is smaller than t
inter-atomic distances. The x-ray polarizatione dependent
term in Eq.~2! results in higher-order terms in (kxr i)

21 after
r̂ i average.

pXAFS x̄x of Eq. ~4! and EXAFSx̄e are of equivalent
form. It is important to note that thepXAFS oscillationx̄x is
periodic in photon wave numberkx , whereas the EXAFS
oscillation x̄e is periodic in photoelectron wave numberke.
Relative amplitudes of both effects measured at identicak

values for the same material arex̄x/x̄e5r e f x/ f e. For ex-
ample, for Pt this ratio is 1.031023 at k'12 Å21. x̄x is
periodic also in the incident x-ray energy (Ex5\ckx). The
frequency ofx̄x depends on the distance of an atom from t
absorbing atom. The slowest oscillation is obtained for
nearest-neighbor distance~e.g., periodicity 2.4 keV for a
typical bond length of 2.6 Å).

Becausexx is the three-dimensional holographic signal
MEXH, x̄x is considered as a one-dimensional~angular av-
eraged! x-ray hologram. Similarly, EXAFS is regarded as a
angular-integrated one-dimensional photoelect
hologram.7

For a realistic simulation of the angular averagedpXAFS
of Eq. ~4!, we additionally take into consideration the Deby
Waller factor exp(22s2kx

2) and the attenuation facto
exp@22ri /lx(Ex)#. Here,s2 is the mean-square relative dis
placement of atoms, andl x(Ex) is the photon mean free path
In EXAFS, the wave number of the photoelectron increa
rapidly with the incident x-ray energy aske

5A2me(Ex2Eb)/\, whereEb is the binding energy of the
core electron andme is the electron mass. Therefore, th
EXAFS Debye-Waller factor decreases rapidly with incide
energy. Consequently, the EXAFS signal can be obser
relatively close to absorption edges. ForpXAFS, the wave
number of x-rays increases slowly with the incident ene
askx5Ex /(\c), thuspXAFS extends over a wide range o
energy.

The pXAFS signal was measured at the bending mag
beamline X1 at the Hamburger Synchrotronstrahlungsla
HASYLAB at Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron DES
This beamline is optimized for high-precision x-ray abso
tion experiments. The x-rays were monochromatized b
Si~311! double-crystal monochromator which was stabiliz
using a remotely controlled, digital monochromator stab
zation. An optical encoder system precisely measures
monochromator crystal angle determining the incident x-
energy. A high purity (.99.99%) 25 mm thick Pt foil was
used which ensures that the signal of the order of 1024 is not
influenced by impurities. The incident energy was vari
from 14.5 keV to 22.0 keV in 3 eV steps over a wide regi
above the PtL1 absorption edge. A wide energy range
1-2
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necessary to measure slow oscillatory contributions
pXAFS. The beam size at the sample position was 10 mm
horizontal and 1.5 mm in vertical direction. The photon fl
on the sample was around 1010 s21. Measurements were
performed in transmission mode at room temperature.
intensities of incident and transmitted x-rays were measu
by flow ionization chambers using Ar and Kr at atmosphe
pressure. The absorption coefficientm is determined from
the incidentI 0 and transmittedI t intensities using the rela
tion: md52 ln@(It /I 0)/(I t,e/I 0,e)#, where d is the sample
thickness and the subscripts e denote measurements wi
the Pt sample to subtract all contributions other than from
sample.

md was fitted by a Victoreen function in order to subtra
the isolated-atom contributionm0d. Fitting was performed in
2 keV or wider energy ranges. The normalized signalm
2m0)/m0 connects smoothly between subsequent ene
ranges of the fitting procedure. Using a test signal, this fitt
procedure was shown to be appropriate although the low
frequency mode of the test signal is partly lost.

Figure 1 shows the normalized absorption coefficient. T
high-frequency PtL1 EXAFS signal fades out as the incide
energy increases, and the fine structure ofpXAFS becomes
dominant in the energy region of around 16 keV and abo
Figure 2 shows the detailed structure ofpXAFS in the en-
ergy region from 15.5 to 23 keV. Together with the expe
mental signal, simulations using Eq.~3! with and without the
additional contribution of the elastic scattering~photons scat-
tered off the sample! are shown. Inclusion of the elastic sca
tering only slightly changes the theoretical estimation. T
measured signal shows an excellent agreement with
simulation. Compared to EXAFS,pXAFS has less contribu
tions from phase shift and multiple scattering which mak
its simulation much simpler. The cluster for the simulati
had a radius of 600 Å. For simplicity, correlated atomic m
tion was neglected, and for the mean-square relative
placementss2 twice the value in x-ray diffraction12 was as-
sumed.

Although the nearest-neighbor contribution topXAFS is
of low frequency, thepXAFS signal in Fig. 2 contains shar
negative peaks because of large contributions from far c

FIG. 2. pXAFS of a Pt foil. Enlargement of Fig. 1.
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dination shells. It is important to note that the positions
the characteristic sharp structure inpXAFS coincide with
the fulfillment ofp/2 Bragg condition, i.e., backscattering o
the incident x-ray beam. The sharp negative peaks
pXAFS are understood in the following way. Due to XSW
formation, a lattice plane at an incident angle slightly larg
than the Bragg angleuB absorbs more x rays than one at
incident angle slightly less thanuB . In a polycrystalline
sample foruB'” p/2, contributions of lattice planes with dif
ferent orientations average this difference. Compared to
averaged absorption foruB'” p/2, less x rays are absorbed
uB5p/2 , because incident angles larger thanp/2 and, con-
sequently, lattice planes with higher absorption than the
erage do not exist. In the conventional XSW measuremen
crystalline sample with mosaic spread less than the width
the Bragg reflection is necessary. In Refs. 6 and 13 it w
shown that an energy scanned XSW measurement auB
5p/2 is much less sensitive to imperfections of the crys
because of a wide~of order 1°) Bragg reflection width.14

Here it is shown that the energy dependence of the x-
absorption atuB5p/2 is also measured in polycrystallin
samples. The elastic scattering is expected to produce a
structure at the same energy position because of appear
of a new Debye-Scherrer cone. It is especially important
low the absorption edge, and peaks with asymmetric sh
are observed in an additional absorption measurement be
the L edge for Pt and W powders.

Figure 3 shows the Fourier transform ofkxx̄
x with respect

to 2kx . According to Eq.~4!, peaks corresponding to radia
coordinates of neighbor atoms are expected. This is an
gous to the case of EXAFS where a Fourier transform ofx̄e

~or xe) with respect to 2ke shows atomic peaks. The pea
positions of the experimental data in Fig. 3 agree well w
those from the simulation up to radial distance of 15
Figure 3 demonstrates thatpXAFS provides direct short-

FIG. 3. Fourier transform ofpXAFS of a Pt foil. The Fourier

transformation was performed for the signalkxx̄
x with respect to

2kx in the kx range of 8.1 to 11.15 Å21 ~energy range 16 to 22
keV!. The modulo square values of the Fourier transform
shown. Vertical lines indicate the positions of Pt coordination she
Their height corresponds to their~weighted! coordination numbers.
The peak width is determined by thekx range.
1-3
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range order structural information. Already in this first e
periment the agreement of inter-atomic distances in exp
ment and simulation with accuracy better than 0.1 Å
achieved. Accuracy will be improved by increasing the d
energy range. The accuracy ofpXAFS with respect to the
determination of atomic short-range order is comparable
an EXAFS measurement of correspondingk range. Even
with the elastic scatting contribution the Fourier analysis
fully valid, because it turned out that the Fourier transform
the structure in the elastic scattering contribution also p
vides peaks corresponding to the atomic coordination sh
The detailed connection to the elastic scattering will be
scribed in a separate paper.

pXAFS bears importance for the XAFS analysis, beca
pXAFS exists also in the XAFS energy region. Reliab
background subtraction is especially important in the E
AFS analysis. Slow oscillations in EXAFS data lead to
peak in the Fourier transform well below the neare
neighbor distance. Scattering on the atomic potential of
absorbing atom or interstitial charge density between ato
was discussed to induce related variations in the absorp
coefficient~atomic XAFS!.15 Multielectron photoexcitations
as well occur in the absorption spectrum showing sh
edges or broader structures.16 pXAFS exists in the same
energy range, therefore it will be important to disentangle
ki
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effects carefully.
Since thepXAFS oscillations are a function of photo

wave vectorkx ~or incident energyEx), at high energies suc
as used here a small change in atomic structure resul
strong variations. A change in the lattice constanta by, e.g.,
Da51.031023 Å induces a shift of a peak position b
DEx5(Da/a)Ex'5.0 eV at Ex'20 keV for Pt (a
53.92 Å). With respect to long-range order structure de
mination, apXAFS accuracy is expected comparable to d
fraction techniques.

In summary, we have shown the existence of a fine st
ture in the x-ray absorption spectrum calledpXAFS which is
due to photon interference effects. The first analysis
pXAFS was performed for a Pt foil. ThepXAFS experi-
ment agrees excellently with a simple theoretical simulat
Experimentally it was shown that an x-ray absorption sp
trum far above the absorption edge is useful to study sh
and long-range order complementary to EXAFS and diffr
tion techniques. Although the modulation is small in samp
without preferred orientation, modern synchrotron radiat
beamlines can be used routinely to measure the effect
using other detection techniques like the one of character
x-ray fluorescence,pXAFS experiments can be performed
an element sensitive manner.17
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